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[00:00:33]
Di: Hello there. My name’s Di Buckland. I’ve been involved for two decades in
chemical awareness and bringing attention to the fact that we are surrounded
by tens of thousands of toxic, neurotoxic and carcinogenic chemicals that
have made millions around the world very, very ill and polluted our
environment, and that has been my concern. I got started actually as a result
of my son 22 years ago having a violent reaction to the vaccines and almost
dying, so that’s when I became interested in doing this research.
[00:01:16]
Jaya: The American Dental Association and other international researchers
warn mothers not to reconstitute infant formula with fluoridated water. How do
you feel that Australian parents are not given the same warning by our
government?
[00:01:33]
Di: Well firstly just straight out I think it’s outrageous that water has become
such a danger to health especially infants that it’s used anyway. The fluoride
in the water is so dangerous that parents cannot put it in their infant’s formula.
How ridiculous is that? Poor people, they have access to only tap water and
that’s a great percentage of the population now who are classed as ‘poor’.
They can’t buy casks of water or expensive home deliveries of water.
[00:02:14]
Jaya: So how do you feel about the government not warning parents?
[00:02:20]
Di: I think the government is totally impotent, totally impotent, couldn’t care
less about the health of the people, obviously, or we wouldn’t have this poison
in the water in the first place.
[00:02:33]
Jaya: Are any of your children especially chemically sensitive and how does
fluoride impact on their lives?
[00:02:41]
Di: Well I only have one son. I was actually a DES baby, so that was another
foul up by government not protecting the people; but my son, after the vaccine
made him so violently ill, he just was very, very allergic, chronically ill all the
time, he had eczema, then terrible, terrible mood problems and behavioural
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problems so yes and he had problems after the home was sprayed with
pesticides. Actually he became very, very ill, very, very moody and quite
violent. And, I also was affected by the pesticides. They’re neurotoxic poisons
of course and I suffered major depressive illness, couldn’t stop crying and was
Prozac treated for years. Double dose of Prozac. What I didn’t know at that
time though was that Prozac is a very, very serious drug. Very dangerous
drug and it’s a fluorinated drug. So I was getting massive doses of these
compounds.
[00:03:56]
Jaya: And so how does your child respond to fluoridated water?
[00:04:01]
Di: Right, well. We spent many, many years de-toxing him. Going to doctors
of environmental medicine. They were the only ones who had a clue on what
was wrong with my child and how to treat him. Mainstream medicine were
clueless and actually very, very rude to me and insulting, so years and years
of treatment for detox and certain vitamin and mineral therapies. He was he
was really starting to come good and feeling good, looking good and his
behaviour was improving so much. [00:04:38] Actually he was, he was lovely
and then about four months after we were… had the silicofluoride poisons put
in our water supplies in December 2008, about, yes, it was about four months
after that, my son came to me in all sincerity and said, “Mum, I noticed I’m
feeling different. I’m really struggling to control my moods and I’m struggling to
control my outbursts” and he said, “I’ve noticed that even some of my friends
have said that they’ve noticed their friends are becoming more aggressive
and overreacting to things.” It was very, very specific and that’s become even
worse lately. He’s really sort of struggling and he said drivers on the road are
most abusive to him and swearing and tailgating, high-beaming him.
[00:05:36]
Jaya: So what do you personally do? What measures do you personally take
to protect your family against silicofluorides?
[00:05:44]
Di: Well, it’s fine for… it’s fine to a certain extent for the rich. I mean the rich
can afford organic foods. The rich can afford whole house filters. The rich can
afford great home supply of totally purified, fluoride-free water to drink that
ordinary people – we have to bathe in it. We have to drink it, we clean our
teeth with it, all our foods are contaminated with it, all of our other drinks are
contaminated with the silicofluoride poisons from the water supply. Alcohol,
people talk about alcohol causing all this crime and violence; it certainly has
surged, but we never had near the amount of violence and crime that we have
and people were still drinking then. Since the silicofluoride has gone in the
water supplies, so it’s in the alcohol too.
[00:06:43]
Jaya: Do you use filtration systems here?
[00:06:45]
Di: We have two of our taps, like for cleaning my son’s teeth. We’ve got a
reverse osmosis there. We’ve got one at the kitchen sink but we’re not happy
with that either. They’re very expensive. You’ve got to keep eye on all the
membranes. It uses three times the amount of water, well now that the
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governments are charging us an absolute king’s ransom for our water. You
can’t afford, really, to be using reverse osmosis because it uses three times
the amount of water plus it strips all the good minerals out of the water as
well. This fluoridation is just an absolute disaster financially and a disaster for
people’s health and long-term health in particular for every man, woman,
child, pet, wildlife. You name it. It is an absolute disaster.
[00:07:40]
Jaya: The people of Queensland have not been allowed a vote on whether or
not fluoride is added to their drinking water. Di, how do you feel about the
notion of forced fluoridation, and do you believe people should have a vote on
fluoride, or should it be banned outright? And Why?
[00:08:00]
Di: Look, the thing is, even our rights have been eroded as citizens. Our MP’s
are just more pigs at the trough. They do not care about the people. They’re
there to feather their own nests and feather their own bank accounts. They’ll
do whatever it takes to get what they need – and bugger the people. It really is
outrageous. I don’t know what happened to our Australians to get up and fight
their guts out for what’s right. We have to get the people to do something.
We’re in real trouble here. [00:08:39] We’re going to be paying through the…
well we are paying through the nose, for our water. They’ve poisoned it with
toxic waste from the aluminium and fertilizer industry and called it the nice
little dental name, “fluoride,” which we’re all drowning in because of the
diverse sources that all these fluorides come from, which most of the people
haven’t got a clue and that’s the problem with even a vote. Most of the people
are ignorant. I go around the shopping centre with my “POISON FLUORIDE”
t-shirt on and I ask a lot of people, “Do you know what fluoride is?” And they’ll
go “ah, oh no but the dentists say it’s good for your teeth,” so we’re talking
mass ignorance of the population, but we’re talking absolute deviousness by
the puppet masters of fluoridation, getting the governments to do whatever
they want.
[00:09:37]
Jaya: So, what about the issue of voting, just to pull you back a little bit on
that. How do you feel about the notion of forced fluoridation and should they
have should people have a vote or should it just fluoride be banned outright?
[00:09:54]
Di: Ok. Firstly, you’ve got to get the truth to the people. Now we know our
mainstream media has had a total blackout. How many years have we all
been trying to get this truth through the media, to get to the people. They
won’t touch it. They will not give the truth of how dangerous these fluorides
are. They’re cumulative poisons and the evidence of harm is absolutely
astonishing – and it really would – the evidence worldwide would re-sink the
Titanic. I kid you not, but mainstream, media for whatever their reasons are,
there’s just a total blackout. They will not give this truth to the people.
[00:10:38]
Jaya: But surely mainstream media have children and grandchildren and
surely this affects their children and grandchildren?
[00:10:44]
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Di: But do they care? Do they care? They’re just there doing the job getting
the big bucks and the advertising. Look at the advertising that these TV
stations get. Toothpaste, mainstream toothpaste for instance, what’s that 270
million dollar a year deal. They don’t want to lose the advertising on that and
that reminds me how many years ago we heard from the amazing Glen
Walker who wrote that book, ‘Fluoridation Poison on Tap,’ [00:11:14] a
remarkable human being who worked decades of his life to try and bring the
truth of silicofluoride poison in our water supplies to the people. He… it was
through him I first heard that the Australian Government changed the standing
of our because we used to have the really, really serious poison labels on our
toothpastes and the Australian government deviously changed the status of
toothpaste over to a cosmetic where there’s absolutely no legislative controls
at all and they were able to take the poison label off the toothpaste.
[00:11:55]
Jaya: So again, that’s great, again I must ask you, what do you feel about the
vote side of things? Should people be given a vote and if they’re given a vote
possibly it could still get put through because you’re… backing that fluoride is
so poisonous. Shouldn’t it just be banned outright? Why are we drinking this
stuff?
[00:12:19]
Di: Absolutely. Look, it should be banned outright. There is no question! How
these MP’s and Prime Ministers and others can sleep at night, I will never
know, knowing… they know, because how many of us I… I’ve driven them
mad myself. I don’t know how many others have sent them information. I was
never rude. I sent them credible data from all around the world of how serious
fluorides are. They’re absolutely dangerous. [00:12:52] We’re, you know
we’re drowning in the stuff. It’s everywhere like people how many people
would know a lot of the anaesthetics they had were fluorinated compounds?
How many people are being treated; and remember, fluoride in itself is
neurotoxic, so how many people have no idea that the drugs they’ve been
prescribed a lot of them anti-psychotics anti-depressants can be fluorinated…
fluoridated compounds. My parents, I know for a fact, they were both… now
they were in years in fluoridated areas and they got osteoporosis and arthritis
but they also like, living here and they both had bone diseases, osteoporosis,
arthritis, were both given Phosomax.
[00:13:43]
Jaya: Phosomax?
[00:13:46]
Di: Phosomax. Phosomax – that was the drug made that was the ‘wonder of
age.’ They would old people would ‘never have a broken hip.’ It ‘protects their
bones.’ What utter rubbish. Ah there was big law suits on about that where
people’s jaws were actually collapsing and my father’s bones became weaker
and weaker, and all swollen and my mother died in agony from a broken hip.
They were both on Phosomax for years and that to it being neurotoxic. They
both ended up with dementia.
[00:14:22]
Jaya: And you would say that that was because of fluorides?
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Di: I’d say it’s a massive contributing factor. Yes.
Jaya: So you feel as far as a vote goes that we shouldn’t even be given that;
it should simply be banned outright.
[00:14:35]
Di: We should not be given a vote for the simple reason: people still have no
knowledge because the knowl… the truth has been kept from them. When
you’re lied to by a government and their interests, people don’t know the truth
unless they search like many of us have at our own cost, in our own time
trying, with no pay, trying get this truth to the people because we don’t like
seeing this carrying on for fifty years this absolute farce of fluoridation. I’m
absolutely furious. [00:15:12] Just as an exercise some couple of months
back I thought ok well you know they all claim that water fluoridation,
translation silicofluoride poisoning of the water supplies, is really, really good
for your teeth so you know virtually dentists will be almost unheard of. That
was when fluoridation first came out. Now I did a little bit of exercise a couple
of months back. The number of dent… like huge dental corporations was
staggering. And the number of just general dentistry’s, cosmetic dentistry’s,
dental implant businesses and I’m going well there we go. We’ve just
absolutely proved that the lies that fluoridation was safe and effective and
some of them had outrageous claims that they benefited the teeth from
anywhere from thirty to sixty percent. Well, if that was true, why then are there
such massive corporations of dentists in all the fluoridated cities?
[00:16:21]
Jaya: So even if you avoid fluoridated tap water, how do you avoid products
that may have been processed with fluoridated water? And perhaps you
could, from your knowledge, share with the viewers what sort of products
would there be out on the market that have fluoridated water or been
processed with fluoridated water. How do people avoid it?
[00:16:45]
Di: You can’t avoid it. That’s the simple fact. You can’t avoid it. Like I’ve had
people say “Oh well, if you don’t want to drink it, get a tank. It’s not… it’s not
that simple. You can reduce a little bit your consumption by drinking, you
know either tank water or cask water, but still, unless you’ve got massive
amount of money to get a whole house filter on your home, you’re showering
in it, you’re washing your babies in it, everything’s… all your garden’s hosed
with it, all your plants your vegetables, all the fruit and food you buy is all
manufactured with tap water. [00:17:27] I can’t see all these people using
reverse osmosis filtration in all their manufacturing processes. They couldn’t
afford it and the waste of water would be massive. So all of our drinks we
have, all of our soft drinks, all of our alcohol, all of our fruit juices, every food
that is… that has to have… be manufactured using water has silicofluoridated
water.
[00:17:53]
Jaya: Researchers now agree that fluoride only works topically, not
systemically. It does not need to be swallowed, in other words, so drinking
fluoride to prevent tooth decay is like drinking sunscreen for preventing
sunburn, would you agree with that statement?
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[00:18:09]
Di: Yeah, I’ve actually had some people, there’s even a bit of doubt as to
whether, um, it’s even safe to let your children brush their teeth with
fluoridated toothpaste to be honest. You know they say that you’re supposed
to have a little pea sized amount, no more than that on their tooth brush and
you must stand there and watch your child and to make sure they don’t
swallow that toothpaste. Now that tells a story doesn’t it?
[00:18:44]
Jaya: Yes. So there’s also sensitive sub-populations, you know, people that
suffer from kidney problems or thyroid problems or who already have bone
density problems, or even aged people that… their teeth have fallen out and
they’ve got dentures. They’re still drinking fluoridated water, um, so these are
more… these are people and sub-populations are more susceptible to harmful
systemic effects. So given that that we’ve just established that fluoride’s only
useful topically, based on your research, Di, is there any proof that water
fluoridation even works on preventing dental decay in children’s teeth, as
claimed by Australian authorities? Is there any actual scientific proof?
[00:19:27]
Di: Quite the opposite. There’s so many things that have come through to
suggest to suggest that all of the States are fact in dental crisis. Children got
their teeth rotting out of their head, adults, if you’ve got enough money to be
able to afford a dentist privately and what 90% of dentists I guess are private.
You’ve got to be able to have lots of money to have your teeth done and the
ones waiting in the public system I believe can wait anywhere from a year up
to five years. I believe in Tasmania, there can be a wait of up to five years for
public dental treatment. Now, I would think that very strange of a state, the
State of Tasmania being fluoridated for just on 50 years.
[00:20:21]
Jaya: Are there similar statistics across Australia?
[00:20:25]
Di: There are yes, yes NSW, WA, SA they’re all got problems with kids getting
massive… They’re having to have surgery to have rotten teeth removed; and I
noticed there has been some talk recently with some dentists recognising that
these acids and actually bacteria such a huge problem and causing tooth
decay, and this is the truth. We must ban immediately, fluoridated water. We
must have it banned permanently and irrevocably and what they need to do is
put all that money from the building of all those poison fluoride plants and the
running thereof, the cost is huge and I’m sure there’s a lot of the pipe work,
etc, and equipment from the highly corrosive poison fluorides will have to be
repaired so much. [00:21:29] If they were to put all that money into a dental
scheme to make dental care affordable for each and every Australian. That’s
what would, what should have been done in the first place instead of this
absolute disgrace of carrying on the lie “oh water fluoridation is the most safe
and effective and cost effective method of treating dental caries for the
population.” They all rabbit it on. They’re like a pack of parrots. Just these lies
are just pedalled and pedalled and pedalled. We must stop this, and the truth
must be given to the population of Australia once and for all.
[00:22:12]
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Jaya: What would you suggest that parents do to protect their children’s teeth
from dental decay?
[00:22:18]
Di: Well, you must make sure that your kids of course brush their teeth, use
organic toothpaste that’s safe and this is it, flossing, teach them when they
have when they have a drink, make them rinse their mouth out and we won’t
have this problem once the poison silicofluoride is removed from the water
supply. But yes, just proper dental hygiene, care of their teeth. Making sure
they, you know, when they eat sweets, that they, you know, go and clean their
teeth or rinse, even if they rinse their mouth out. Just basic care that morning
and night clean their teeth like the dentist tells you. [00:23:06] Look I love
dentists. They get you out of pain when you do have a toothache. The dentist
I go to he was very respectful of the data I gave him at one time on the
evidence of harm of the silicofluoride poisons. We do need dentists. What we
don’t need is the lies and the continuing on. It’s time for this to end. It’s gone
on for too long. Too many people have been harmed health-wise. I don’t much
like the stupid people who and actually it was a Tasmanian person who did
say this to me, “um er nothin’ wrong with me. I haven’t got two heads” I mean
you could almost see the surgery mark where the other one was removed
(laugh) but you know this kind of thing I try and make light of it sometimes, but
this neurotoxic poison it lowers the IQ, definitely.
[00:24:07]
Jaya: Have you got perhaps you could tell the viewers where they could go
on the Internet. Maybe to stop the… [inaudible].
[00:24:13]
Di: Look the first place people can go to get some truth is go to Professor
Paul Connett’s website, ‘Fluoride Action Network.’ Now don’t be… don’t sort
of get caught up there um his website is www.fluoridealert.org Don’t go to the
‘dot com’ because the American Dental Association were quite sneaky and
did a nasty little trick there and nicked that one so, that they could divert the
population away from the truth about fluoride, so just be careful, Professor
Paul Connett Flouride Action Network www.fluoridealert.org
[00:24:55]
Jaya: What is your knowledge of water fluoridation overseas, particularly in
countries like Europe and parts of Asia like Japan and… most of China?
[00:25:05]
Di: Were they not too smart to have it put in water?
Jaya: So they have that… you’re saying they don’t have it in their water?
Di: That’s right.
Jaya: And from what I understand, there’s many countries in Europe that
have banned it or have rejected it or are just outright don’t accept that a
silicofluoride is useful for teeth.
[00:25:22]
Di: Absolutely. In Belgium I think from memory...
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Jaya: Stop the tape. Diana phoned me shortly after and corrected herself. It
wasn’t Belgium but Austria as follows…
[00:25:34]
Di: It was in it one time, but it was removed because of the high levels of
fluoride in the people. The head of that, um, State decided that it would be
removed. It just was too dangerous to the health of the people and it was
noticed after it had been removed for some time when the effects of it had
gone, that the people’s teeth had improved.
[00:26:07]
Jaya: That’s very interesting you mention Belgium because Belgium is where
Queensland get their fluoride from.
[00:26:13]
Di: Oh of course YES, YES. Well see they’re so smart they don’t have it so
they send it to us to put in the dumb Australians’ water you see, to dumb us
down, and it’s working!
[00:26:28]
Jaya: Ah so that’s a bag label from... (picture of label) where is that from?
Di: I believe that was from Belgium.
Jaya: Belgium. Has it got anything actually on the packet?
Di: Well I blocked out the name. (laugh)
Jaya: Yes.
[00:26:41]
Di: Yes, but yes that should… that’s your silicofluoride poisons that is a
combination of your sodium silicofluoride and your sodium hexafluorosilicate.
So drink up Queenslanders! Drink up Australians! And this is also the other
one, this is also the other one you get in your water supplies, which is the
sodium fluoride. This is the… this is the ‘bed buddy’ of this one. Ah
dangerous, toxic by – its poison of course – toxic by ingestion. Target organs
are your kidneys, your bones, your central nervous system, your
gastrointestinal system and your teeth. [00:27:24] So how smart are we?
And… I’ll just speak actually about kidney disease while I’ve got you on that.
Dialysis debt will force the government to take over chronic kidney disease
management in Australia. That’s how serious it is here people. We really… it’s
costing just a fortune. On the 2005 figures, the cumulative cost of dialysis
from 2004 -2010 is expected to be 4.5 billion.
[00:27:58]
Jaya: Billion, that’s a million million.
Di: That’s right.
Jaya: Four times a million million.
Di: It, it’s I won’t bore you with all of the details, but this is so huge. They’re
screaming for people to be aware of kidney disease and you’re told, “make
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sure you be careful of what you eat. Be careful what you drink. Drink lots of
water.” Hello!
[00:28:22]
Jaya: It’s a bit of a case of join the dots.
Di: We have we have to join the dots. We have to demand. I don’t know these
organisations that are supposed to look after our health. I’ve even had some
reports on um Sydney for instance, now Sydney’s been fluoridated for what 45
years. They can’t… they’ve run out of dialysis units and had to build more.
This is insane.
[00:28:54]
Jaya: Would that run through also into cancer as well?
[00:28:58]
Di: Certainly. Look the researchers have already connected that there are so
many diseased… because of the accumulative effects of these poisons and
that’s what this report here. This was the ACT Inquiry into Fluoridation ‘89-‘91.
This is the Dissenting Report by Dennis Stevenson, Member of Parliament.
[00:29:30] He has fought valiantly to try and bring the truth of this to the
people of Australia. I’ll just read this little section: “Dennis Stevenson is a
former Parliamentarian and Member of the ACT Legislative Assembly
Fluoridation Enquiry 1989-91. The majority of inquiry members would not
report the scientific, medical, dental and court evidence received in worldwide
submissions, proving that fluoridation causes disease, deaths, tooth decay
and is useless and environmentally destructive.” Now that’s absolutely tragic.
Now that was that long ago.
[00:30:13]
Jaya: When was that report?
Di: That was ‘89 to ‘91 and we’re still here and we’ve still got all these great
people. There’s so much more evidence even since then and we’re still here
trying to get the truth to the people.
[00:30:29]
Jaya: I believe that in the United States the National Kidney Foundation
withdrew its support for water fluoridation. Could you perhaps expand a little
on that.
[00:30:39]
Di: Yes it was the US Attorney Robert Reeves who sort of put some pressure
on the Kidney Foundation that they could be facing some big lawsuits if they
didn’t put this warning out. Yes.
[00:30:54]
Jaya: Should parents be better informed by authorities as to the drug they’re
giving their children through the water supply, especially as it’s difficult to
monitor the dose each day or the side effects; and do you think that parents
know that fluoride is a drug and that parents are actually giving their children
an untested drug made from untreated industrial waste?
[00:31:20]
Di: Yes that’s it, um, how would parents feel about slow… slow poisoning
their children. That’s precisely what they’re doing, slow poison each and every
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drop of water their children consume. They bathe in they absorb massive
amounts through the pores of their skin every time they have a bath. Every
time they go in the pool to play, every shower, when they clean their teeth
they’re absorbing not only the fluoride toothpaste mummy gives them, they’re
having fluoridated water. Plus you know if they have anaesthetics they’re
getting there are still some fluoridated… fluorinated compounds of anaesthetic
around, plus any medications they may be on.
[00:32:09]
Jaya: So parents can’t actually monitor the dose and they can’t taste it either.
Di: Well that’s right. And we’ve also got the huge emissions of fluoride
compounds in our environment as well.
Jaya: This from industry?
Di: From industry, the aluminium and fertilizer industries.
[00:32:27]
Jaya: We’ve ah during the making of this documentary, we did visit Geelong
and Geelong has a huge air shed of pollutants that go up in to the atmosphere
from industry. There’s ALCOA, SHELL, INCITEC PIVOT, amongst you know
industries that are down there, and people are breathing in that air and we’ve
got a lot of recording of people that are quite toxic from just breathing the air.
[00:32:53]
Di: Absolutely.
Jaya: Up in Queensland we don’t have so much of that, but we do have water
fluoridation, which has just come into effect, so though do you think people in
Queensland are less likely to have problems from silicofluorides?
[00:33:07]
Di: Well, we’ve certainly got a lot of the aluminium industries in Gladstone
other areas, Mt. Isa, etc, and probably loads more that… that, so I would I
would expect that there is going to be more and more health problems. More
and more crime, more and more violence.
[00:33:30]
Jaya: And that you would say that that’s because of the accumulative affect of
fluoride in the system?
Di: Absolutely. It is cumulative, no doubt.
[00:33:39]
Jaya: In 2000, Professor Roger Masters wrote to the United States Health
authorities requesting data regarding silicofluorides’ effects on human health
and behaviour. He received a reply from these authorities that this data does
not exist because no proper studies have ever been done. Based on your own
research, Di, in this area, what can you share with viewers regarding
silicofluorides in tap water and its relationship to human health and behaviour
and feel free to refer to Professor Master’s work.
[00:34:16]
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Di: Absolutely. Well, he’s the first one who brought my attention to it just how
serious it is and the effects on black people are even worse than what they
are on white people. I looked at it and I thought, he is really onto something
here and when I looked at, I believe it was, Philadelphia… massive industry
there, fluoride in the water. Their crime is absolutely horrendous and it was
blacks killing whites, whites killing blacks, black on black. It was just dreadful
and I started to look at other cities and where the water was fluoridated.
[00:35:05] The crime and violence was terrible and I just looked more and
more into this, then I sort of looked a little bit you know, at our capital cities.
The street violence is absolutely at epidemic levels, I mean our police can’t
cope, virtually, and I often thought too, there’s a percentage of the population
that are affected by silicofluorides affecting their behaviour; so is this what
happens to ever increasing members of the population? [00:35:45] They are
affected by these neurotoxic poisons and it is making them become more
violent and into crime? Yes, I believe it is, we have had… when we had our
water fluoridated here in Dec 2008. I have lived in this house for 34 years and
I have seen such a surge in the bad behaviour, the hooning. [00:36:16] We’ve
never had, big black drag marks on our streets ever in the 34 years I have
lived here, but we have in the last six months, now that’s after twenty-one
months of fluoridation. The crime and violence in the area has escalated and
Brisbane surrounding areas, Gold Coast, Sunshine Coast. It’s absolutely
surged. We’ve never had anything like this level of violence and crime before,
not just muggings but stabbings and shootings.
[00:36:47]
Jaya: Can you just relate that back to what Professor Master’s work is about?
[00:36:52]
Di: Well that’s what Professor Masters had… did all his research on and other
fluoride research which I have a link to, Fluoride Research, and it’s, ‘Water
Fluoridation and Crime in the United States of America.’ There was a lot put
into that as well as Professor Master’s work and Mary Sparrowdancer that did
work on fluoride and aggression. You know Phyllis Mullenix. Her work with the
neurotoxicity of fluorides. [00:37:25] It really is serious. It is something in the
water that is neurotoxic and it is affecting certain percentage of the population
and making them become more violent, making them become criminal. Is
this… is this what’s happening to some police officers who’re doing things that
you know you wouldn’t think a police officer would do? Is this what happens to
them too? Because a lot of them are from cities that have been fluoridated for
decades you know and this is where criminologists really need to seriously
look at this as well. [00:38:05] It’s not just bad parenting. Ok we do have a
problem with alcohol, but alcohol’s made with fluoridated water as well. So
people were drinking here in Brisbane. Twenty-one months ago and we didn’t
have this level of violence that we have now. Look at the trains. You’re not
safe to catch a train now, you get a knife in the ribs. We didn’t have that
before. There was a little bit of it but nothing like the level now and fluoride,
‘fluoride ferals’, I actually dub them, the dreadful behaviour. They’re urinating
in the trains, they’re smoking, they’re dealing drugs on our trains.
[00:38:47]
Jaya: So you believe that that’s a build up of fluorides in the brain.
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[00:38:51]
Di: Absolutely. Absolutely. Like, when you see Channel 9 and Channel 7, they
often have the Neighbours from Hell segments. Now most times they can be
like in Sydney or sometimes Melbourne, mostly in Sydney, which is
fluoridated, what forty, forty-five years? Um, and a lot of them are out in the
suburbs, so you’ve got the lower class and I don’t mean that rudely. I mean
people who don’t have a great deal of money, ah, so they’re renting, the
house has been sprayed probably, don’t know how many times with
pesticides. [00:39:24] They can’t afford to buy bottled water or non-fluoridated
water, so that’s all they consume, is fluoridated water and soft drinks.
Everything they eat and drink’s fluoridated; all our foods are sprayed with
fluorinated pesticides and other pesticides and herbicides and fungicides.
What I’m saying I believe, it’s the fluoridated water that broke the camel’s
back, that’s the ‘straw that broke the camel’s back’; particularly with behaviour
but in general health, it’s just an absolute disaster. We… you know, the
population, we are toxic waste filtration units, using our kidneys. I mean, how
crazy is that?
[00:40:15]
Jaya: Could you talk a little bit about the work of Glen Walker.
[00:40:19]
Di: Oh (smile) Glen Walker. I knew him twenty years ago after my son was…
almost died from the vaccine reaction, and yeah we used to fax, ‘cause I
didn’t have a computer then, so we’d fax each other and talk on the phone,
just an amazing man who wrote this book (holds up his book). Ah, his
background, you know, obviously, he was just such a very, very clever man
with such expertise in chemicals and engineering. [00:41:02] So, for the
government not to have listened to someone of Glen’s calibre just shows that
they are not interested in anything. They should have listened to him, because
many people have been have been harmed. Some of them don’t even know it
yet but you know, they could end up on a dialysis or have mental health
issues, bone diseases, learning difficulties, other behavioural problems. Their
child might end up being, you know, a violent criminal, if only… and you know,
we’re facing an Alzheimer’s epidemic as well. There’s also an epidemic of um
oesophageal and gastrointestinal cancers and irritations. I mean it really is
serious…
[00:41:55]
Jaya: And you’d relate that back to fluoride again?
[00:41:58]
Di: Oh yes (sigh). Because we drink, we just drink enormous amounts, you
know, we drink huge amounts of water, the hotter… the hotter the state, the
hotter the town, the more you drink. So of course, anything that you’re going
to consume large amounts of over, week in week out, year in year out,
certainly and if it’s… if it’s you know, a dangerous toxic corrosive chemical,
you know, it’s mad!
[00:42:29]
Jaya: Is there anything you’d like to say to governments, is there anything
you’d like to say to the public in summation?
[00:42:36]
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Di: Well, it takes whistleblowers and some of them do get the chance, now
that was ah Shiv Chopra (holds up “Corrupt to the Core” book) in Canada. He
worked with Health Canada. He’s blown the whistle and just said, you know, it
is corrupt to the core. He was speaking about Health Canada, itself. And he
just said there are industry ‘front men’ stacked everywhere. All I’m asking is
that the Australian people consider this: You wouldn’t deliberately give your
child a low dose of strychnine, a low dose of arsenic, or other horrendous
poison every day, would you? You wouldn’t dream of it. [00:43:29] That’s
probably a little bit harsh for me to say that but when you’re looking at these
silicofluoride poisons, it is in your water supply that is our source of life, as
human beings we can’t survive without water. Nothing on our Earth can
survive without water. Our Earth is already polluted to such an extent that if
you’re not terrified, you should be. [00:43:56] I’m asking you to join with
everyone whose fighting water fluoridation in Australia, in America, parts of
England, Ireland and the other countries who are silly enough, not many
more, to put it in, please, please, do your own research. Take note of this
documentary. Believe that it’s true, because nobody in this, we do all, we do
this for nothing. Many of us have done it for over two decades. [00:44:28]
Running… paying for our own websites to try and help you the people get the
truth. We’re not the fat pigs at the trough. We must get this truth out and
please call for a ban. Demand it. Don’t sit back. Demand! Go to whoever you
can and drive them insane and say, we want water fluoridation stopped and
we want it stopped now!! [00:44:54] We want it stopped permanently and we
want it stopped irrevocably so that none of you guys can do your deals in the
future and ever get it back. We have to stop it now. There is just too much
collusion going on, and mainstream media should be absolutely ashamed that
so many people have had to do this themselves, and make so many other
videos themselves trying to get the information to the people, the truth to the
people. Because we care about our fellow human beings. We care about our
environment and we care about our entire planet. Thank you.
[00:45:35]
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